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Actually,we are TANOI.
Actual TANOI hidden under a veil

Actually,we are the No. 1
Tier 1 supplier in the dental
industry!
TANOI has been the No. 1 partner of top listed
medical device manufactures for over 30 years.

Actually, we take it this far.

Our Vietnam plant mass-produces impellers for
turbocharges (120,000 pieces/month) including
balancing. The yield rate is more than 99%!

Actually, we introduce
new technologies and
new systems quickly.

This includes ecological activities such as
electricity saving,3-series complex machining
equipment, paperless operation using cloud and
globalization by transferring headquarters
functions overseas.

Actually, we have a history.

It has been almost 60 years since our company was
established. We are full of unique know-how.

Actually, this is the ﬁrst time
for us to join an exhibition in Japan.

We would like to challenge new things to
further expand our technical capabilities.

Actually, we are the world standard.

We came up with the machining method for
mass-producing a vane nozzle, which is a core part
in VG turbochargers equipped as standard on diesel
engines, for the ﬁrst time in the world! We developed
the method by ourselves and established the position
of the TANOI brand in the turbocharger industry.

Actually, we are good at this too.

We ve been handling pure titanium with various
types of machining since 12 years ago. Now we can
process it just like any other general materials.

Actually, we have a strong
preference for equipment.

We introduced more than 60 units
of high precision CNC automatic lathes
manufactured by Tsugami.
We diﬀerentiate ourselves from competitors with
our unique modiﬁcation and maintenance methods.

Actually, we have a production site in Vietnam.

TANOI s production site, SEEBEST, employs 150 people
and everyone was hired locally.
The company is managed and controlled by Vietnamese
staﬀ only and it is considered to be a localization model.

Actually, the president and
employees are young!

We will continue to grow! Many of the employees are
in their 30s and everyone is highly motivated.
The president grew up being at the production site!
He is ﬂuent in English and has a hands-on policy. He also has an MBA.

Actually, we are a blue-chip
company in Tochigi.

We are certiﬁed as a frontier company by the Tochigi
Prefecture. We were introduced as a recommended
example.

Actually,we are well known by those in the know and
the last bastion of precision equipment manufacturers.
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